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Taiyo Yuden: 
U.S. Power Supply Business Sold to Tamura Corporation

'Choose and Concentrate' for Improved Operations Efficiency
as Part of Plant Reorganization

Taiyo Yuden has been engaged in reorganization of its factories, based on the management concept of 
"boosting efficiency of operations by taking steady actions to establish new affiliates, merge existing 
affiliates, and change the function of affiliates." In recent years, the company reformed its manufacturing 
and sales affiliate in Singapore, with the result that production of axial lead inductors was transferred and 
concentrated to China (Tianjin City), and production of ferrite cores to Japan (Nakanojo-machi, 
Agatsuma-gun, Gunma Prefecture), with the Singapore affiliate specializing in sales. In addition, at the 
Korea affiliate (Masan City, Kyongsangnam Province), the inverter module business was upgraded to meet 
rapidly rising demand for backlighting in LCD-TVs, by strengthening circuit design capability through 
increases in the number of designers and dispatches of technical experts from Japan.

As one part of this policy, the company reached agreement with Tamura Corporation regarding sale of the 
power supply manufacturing business in the United States.

Taiyo Yuden's power supply business in the United States began in 1988 with the acquisition of the U.S. 
power supply manufacturer Xentek. Taiyo Yuden built on the power supply technologies of Xentek with its 
own hybrid IC technology to promote a business centering on manufacture of power supply units for 
industrial equipment. In that year of 1988, Taiyo Yuden was expanding its overseas operations and 
businesses in the context of a high yen and favorable business climate. Now, however, the business 
environment has changed drastically, and the Taiyo Yuden Group has felt the need to change its 
management policies and to rethink its allocation of enterprise resources. As a result of this review, the 
company concluded that the power supply business could no longer be seen as offering synergies with the 
current module business and, based on the policy of boosting management efficiency, decided to put up the 
U.S. power supply manufacturing business for sale.

The sale of this business will further promote the "choose and concentrate" strategy within the Taiyo Yuden 
Group, and allow more efforts on the main focus such as backlight inverter modules for LCD-TVs and 
high-frequency wireless modules. 
The abstract of the recently concluded agreement is as follows.
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Content of Agreement for Transfer of Business

1.Taiyo Yuden (U.S.A.) Inc. will transfer its power supply business to Tamura Corporation of America (a   
　100% sales subsidiary of Tamura Corporation), with financial compensation.

2.Date of transfer: February 28, 2006

3.Scope of transfer:
　Goodwill of the power supply business of Taiyo Yuden (U.S.A.) Inc., as well as all assets (manufacturing 
　equipment, measuring instruments, materials, goods in progress, finished goods, and stock of Taiyo 　　
　Yuden de Mexico S.A. de C.V.)

4.More than 20 employees now engaged in the power supply business at Taiyo Yuden (U.S.A.) Inc. will be 
　released from their company employment at the company's own discretion. These departing employees 
　will be given special severance bonuses.


